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Figure 1: Slide4N is an interactive AI assistant for data scientists to create slides from computational notebooks. It takes user-selected cells as inputs and automatically generates slides as the basis for users to refine later. This is achieved through a human-AI collaborative approach enabled by the back-end and front-end of Slide4N via locating relevant cells for creating a slide (a), distilling information to generate slide title and bullet points (b), arranging generated slide contents with a suitable layout (c), and refining the generated slides with user customization, such as title, bullet points and layouts (d).

ABSTRACT
Data scientists often have to use other presentation tools (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint) to create slides to communicate their analysis obtained using computational notebooks. Much tedious and repetitive work is needed to transfer the routines of notebooks (e.g., code, plots) to the presentable contents on slides (e.g., bullet points, figures). We propose a human-AI collaborative approach and operationalize it within Slide4N, an interactive AI assistant for data scientists to create slides from computational notebooks. Slide4N leverages advanced natural language processing techniques to distill key information from user-selected notebook cells and then renders them in appropriate slide layouts. The tool also provides intuitive interactions that allow further refinement and customization of the generated slides. We evaluated Slide4N with a two-part user study, where participants appreciated this human-AI collaborative approach compared to fully-manual or fully-automatic methods. The results also indicate the usefulness and effectiveness of Slide4N in slide creation tasks from notebooks.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools; • Computing methodologies → Natural language processing; • Applied computing → Document preparation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computational notebooks (e.g., Jupyter Notebook [28], JupyterLab [29]) have been becoming the single most effective means for data exploration and analysis in data science [35, 56]. They combine codes, notes, and outputs (e.g., tables and plots) within a single document, which provides expressive and interactive support for data scientists, such as literate programming, documentation, and insights sharing [33, 38, 51]. In almost every industry, with the growing complexity of the work, multiple collaborators are usually involved in the same analysis [47, 76]. The communication between technical members (e.g., model builders) and non-technical members (e.g., managers, domain experts, stakeholders) is critical and frequent [9, 37, 65]. Despite the sharing capability of notebooks, directly using them to present findings is challenging [7]. For example, a typical notebook tends to be long, poorly formatted, and interspersed with interim notes and findings [20], which is not intended for presentation [56], and can be difficult to understand for other members of a team, especially non-technical ones.

Data scientists are then forced to use other presentation tools (e.g., Google Slides, Microsoft PowerPoint) to create slides for the sake of communication [7]. This causes a phenomenon, we call, analysis presentation divide. Much tedious and repetitive work needs to be done to transfer contents between the computational notebooks and the slides [52], since they are fundamentally two different mediums. A few steps [14, 79] are required for data scientists to create a high-quality presentation from their analysis. When creating a slide around a topic in mind, relevant cells first need to be located and essential information needs to be distilled from the complex, messy, and loosely-connected code [37, 56]. Moreover, all kinds of information such as text, plots, tables, etc. need to be arranged in a suitable layout to provide a narrative. Lastly, the slide needs to be refined with customization to accommodate different domains and audiences [6, 60]. Data scientists need to frequently switch between the notebook environment and the presentation tool, with a lot of copying and pasting, which is error-prone. What is worse, any updates on the analysis (e.g., a change of resulting plots) would trigger the remaking of relevant slides.

There have been some attempts to address the above challenges. ToonNote [32] allows users to craft a data comic from a notebook by putting visualizations and annotations in a sequence of frames; however, it still requires a lot of manual operations and the results are quite different from a slide deck. Themisto [63] automatically generates short markdowns (i.e., titles) for code snippets in a notebook, but not in a ready-to-use presentation format. Some other researchers have attempted to automatically create slides from text articles [59] and scientific documents [14]. However, these methods cannot be directly applied to notebooks because of the complexity of their format which includes code, text, tables, plots, etc. The closest work to ours may be NB2Slides [79] that uses a template-based method to generate an entire slide deck from a notebook. Nonetheless, it requires very restricted input notebooks that need to have few excess code cells, high-quality documentation, and a complete data science workflow, because of the template-based approach; these requirements are difficult to achieve in data scientists’ day-to-day activities.

In this paper, we take a human-AI collaborative approach to augment the aforementioned slide creation workflow from a notebook by data scientists. We design and develop Slide4N (Figure 1), an interactive AI assistant for data scientists to create slides from computational notebooks, which is built within JupyterLab to provide a seamless user experience. To create a slide, a data scientist just locates related cells (including code and markdowns), and then Slide4N automatically distills key information to generate useful title and bullet points on the slide, using advanced natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Moreover, Slide4N algorithmically arranges the contents in groups and further displays them with appropriate layouts. It also provides a set of easy-to-learn interactions to allow for refining the generated slide with user customization. High-level human input to the Slide4N automation is further allowed for refinement and customization, such as showing more or fewer details on slides. A data scientist can iteratively select cells and create slides one by one to form a presentation. The slides are fully linked with the computational notebook, allowing for effortless synchronization between the analysis and the presentation. Our human-AI collaborative approach is versatile and dynamic, which does not require an entire analytical workflow completed in the notebook, or many restrictions on the quality of code and documentation. The system automates the tedious parts of slide creation, leverages suitable user inputs, and produces results in a commonly-used presentation style.

We evaluate Slide4N by conducting a two-part study, where in Part 1 participants (N = 12) used a provided Kaggle notebook to create presentation slides, and in Part 2 participants (N = 6) used their own notebooks to do the same task. We also invited the six participants in Part 2 and two other experts to rate all the created slides on five aspects (e.g., satisfaction, clarity, organization, etc.), and the results demonstrate that Slide4N could help participants generate high-quality slides. Moreover, questionnaire responses and qualitative feedback from the participants indicate the effectiveness and usefulness of the tool. In general, participants appreciated such a human-AI collaborative approach compared to fully-manual or fully-automatic methods. We also distill some design implications from our study to inform the future design of such tools.

In summary, our contributions in this paper include:

- An analytical pipeline that enables interactive and iterative slides creation from computational notebooks powered by recent NLP techniques;
- A human-AI collaborative tool, Slide4N, built within JupyterLab, that assists data scientists in creating presentation slides with a seamless experience; and
- An evaluation of Slide4N that illustrates the value of our approach and inspires the design of similar tools.
2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Presentation Support for Computational Notebooks

Computational notebooks (e.g., Jupyter Notebook [28], JupyterLab [29]) seamlessly weave code, documentation, and outputs (e.g., tables, plots) together, in the form of flexible building blocks [38], which makes it easy for interactive and exploratory programming [51]. With these features, data scientists can rapidly iterate through chunks of code and inspect intermediate results during exploration, which is central to their workflow [33]. Besides, the interleaving code and markdown cells in notebooks can improve the readability of the analysis procedure and support the communication with collaborators or stakeholders [34, 36, 50, 54, 63, 64].

While computational notebooks have become the most effective tool for data scientists, they still have several drawbacks, especially for the purpose of communication [7, 33, 56]. Due to the complexity of analysis, a data science problem requires collaboration among members with various skill levels and backgrounds [46, 47], and thus team communication is frequent [9, 37, 65]. Through an online survey, Zhang et al. [76] confirmed that data science teams are characterized as extremely collaborative with high demands on communication with various stakeholders. Chattopadhyay et al. [7] summarized nine pain points for computational notebooks, where sharing and collaborating is one of them. Data scientists have to use other tools (e.g., Google Slides, Microsoft PowerPoint) to make presentation materials (e.g., slides), causing the analysis presentation divide. This is because creating slides from notebooks is a laborious, repetitive, and error-prone process, and the disconnection between the two different tools takes away most of the benefits of notebooks such as flexibility.

To address this problem, one body of research aims to improve the readability of notebooks by simplifying them. Andrew et al. [20] proposed code gathering techniques to reorganize related code cells and generate more readable, cleaner notebooks. StickyLand [71] allows users to freely organize their code, filling the gap between the linear presentation of code and the non-linear process of exploratory data analysis with notebooks. Adam et al. [55] proposed a technique that folds code chunks with annotations to aid the navigation and comprehension of notebooks. However, these tools still produce notebooks/code and do not generate presentable contents in the form that allows non-technical team members to easily understand the analysis, such as slides.

Another body of research attempts to further close the gap between analysis and presentation by supporting slide generation directly from notebooks. For example, RISE [1], a Jupyter Notebook extension, turns selected notebook cells into slides, which can be exported to PDFs using nbconvert [30], a built-in functionality in Jupyter Notebook. However, different from our approach, RISE only transforms the notebook code and markdowns to the slides as is. It does not analyze the contents or distill key points for non-technical members as Slide4N does, which is required for collaboration in a data science team [56]. ToonNote [32], while not supporting slide generation, allows users to curate data comics to improve comprehension, which is a sequence of frames of plots and annotations extracted from the outputs and markdowns of a notebook. But it still requires many manual operations and configurations for generating a data comic, whereas Slide4N leverages advanced NLP and analytical techniques to automate much of the process.

Recently, NB2Slides [79] applies a template-based approach by retrieving relevant contents from a notebook to fill in the components of the template using methods inspired by NBSearch [40]. While NB2Slides allows for generating a slide deck with one click, it requires the input notebook to have very few excess cells, high-quality documentation, and a complete data science workflow (otherwise blank slides are generated). This is difficult to achieve in practice due to the exploratory nature of data analysis with notebooks; also, following a prescribed workflow to create slides to some extent constrains data scientists from freely expressing their ideas. The system also lacks adequate user interaction support for the generation process. It automatically groups cells in a notebook to generate corresponding slides, which is difficult for users to modify if not satisfied. Our tool, Slide4N, loosens such restrictions on input notebooks using a more dynamic human-AI collaborative approach that allows data scientists to select cells of interest to generate and refine slides one by one. Further, unlike NB2Slides, our tool supports human guidance for the topic, whether to automatically merge relevant cells and the levels of details in slide generation as well as dynamic synchronization of notebook contents and slide components, further closing the analysis presentation divide.

2.2 Slides and Code Documentation Generation

Human-readable explanations are essential for data scientists to present their findings [75]. For instance, Hou et al. [25] reported a study showing that data science volunteers and domain experts in civic data hackathons sometimes require collaborative tools to help translate data science technical language and other domain languages. In the business domain, Doris et al. [75] also reported that most data scientists need to present their findings to other stakeholders with the help of a human-readable and well-presented slide deck. They prefer to share slides or PDFs instead of code because most of the clients or some analysts in the business team do not have related programming skills [33]. Even though they can use other media like detailed documentation [57] or a model factsheet [23], stakeholders prefer a presentation that allows them to visually convey their findings and reveal domain-specific knowledge [37]. For example, Piorkowski et al. [52] reported that data scientists usually prepare PowerPoint slides to explain the concepts of precision and recall to the stakeholder team, but they were unable to sufficiently map those concepts to the business problem being solved. Therefore, in our work, we focus on helping data science workers draft their work into other domain languages and presenting it in a slide deck.

Several attempts have been made to automatically generate slides from documents, while not from code. Fu et al. [14] introduced a method of generating presentation slides by using a multimodal document with text and figures. They proposed a hierarchical sequence-to-sequence model to explore the internal structure of the documents and slides and consolidate paraphrasing and layout prediction modules for slide generation. Sun et al. [59] presented a query-based document-to-slide method implementing mutual learning based on sentence selection. They proposed an interactive
model in which users enter a short text as the slide title and then it is used to select the appropriate sentences from the paper by using a Dense Vector IR module. Hu et al. [26] proposed the PPsGen system to select the most important sentences from a given publication by using the Support Vector Regression model. However, these works only focus on slide generation for scientific documents, which are fundamentally different from computational notebooks that combine code, markdowns, and execution outputs (e.g., tables, plots) in a single document.

On a related topic, code documentation generation is becoming more necessary in the software and data science areas. One of the most representative neural architectures is the Transformer [62], which is also a framework we use in this work to generate related titles and bullet points on slides. Some emerging work (e.g., CodeTrans [11], PyMT5 [8]) used the T5 framework for the code documentation generation, but they only trained it with limited generation tasks and ignored characteristics from the code including the identifiers or the structure of the code. CuBERT [31], CodeBERT [13], and CodeT5 [69] are three innovative models for code documentation generation. CuBERT implements the BERT framework to get code-specific characteristics and achieves good performance. CodeBERT uses a standard mask language modeling and replaced token detection to learn the code representation. The current state-of-art model, CodeT5 [69], proposes a novel identifier-aware pre-training task allowing the model to recognize the identifiers and recover them when they are masked.

In addition to the generation of user-written comments, Liu et al. [44] proposed HACoVGGNN, a hierarchical-attention-based GNN model, to generate high-level documentation for multiple notebook cells, which inspired title generation in our design. Another way to train a title generation model is to use a pre-trained advanced model and fine-tune it based on the collected dataset [45]. There are also some works using transformer-based approaches to generate titles [43, 77]. But they only focus on generating titles for posts from Stack Overflow, which is not suitable for code-related tasks. A recent work, Themisto [67], allows data scientists to interactively generate documentation from code cells using three different approaches: deep-learning based, query based, and user-prompt based. But it only supports technical users while writing the code, not for the goal of presenting their analysis with slides. In our work, Slide4N leverages CodeT5 in its backend analytical pipeline to generate bullet points on slides from user-selected code cells. When generating titles on slides, Slide4N leverages HACoVGGNN and a fine-tuned T5-based model to provide title candidates.

### 2.3 AI-Infused Systems for Data Science

Data science is a labor-intensive field consisting of many investigative tasks such as exploratory data analysis, model development, and hypothesis verification. To improve the efficiency of data scientists, researchers developed many AutoML techniques to automatically process data, train models, perform feature addition, and other data science tasks [15]. In addition, many IT companies (e.g., H2O [39], Azure Machine Learning Studio [4], Google Cloud AutoML [17]) developed some AutoML applications to allow both technical and non-technical users to perform general data science tasks and get insights in a faster and easier way.

There are also some interactive tools that use AutoML to help users do data exploration [42, 61]. Tsiakmaki et al. [61] utilized AutoML to predict students’ learning outcomes based on their participation in online learning platforms. Liu et al. [42] incorporated AutoML algorithms to do hyper-parameter searches for various kinds of genomic profiling data. However, most of the AutoML techniques only focus on the main data science tasks such as data processing, feature engineering, model selection, and model building, overlooking the presentation support in the whole workflow, which is our focus in this paper. Further, while fully automatic systems are powerful, there is still much deficiency due to errors and sub-optimal performance of the models. Thus, we leverage a human-AI collaborative approach to automate parts of the slide generation process while allowing users to intervene for achieving better results overall.

Moreover, some interactive AI-Infused tools have been created with friendly integration with the computational notebook setting. Wrex [10] is a Jupyter Notebook extension that supports data transformations with a programming-by-example method. B2 [74] treats data queries as a shared representation between the code and interactive visualizations allowing users to easily move from code to visualization and vice-versa. BURRITO [18] automatically infers a researcher’s computational activities by capturing and displaying code outputs with notes. ATENA [3] is a system that takes an input dataset and automatically generates a compelling exploration session, displayed in an EDA notebook. EDAssistant [41] develops an extension to support exploratory data analysis by recommending useful APIs and searching code in the Jupyter Notebook setting. NB-Search [40] provides a semantic code query to help data scientists find relevant cells in a large notebook corpus. This idea inspires our design of Slide4N on auto-merging relevant cells into groups to offer a more concise slide generation and also render the slide layout according to the cell groups. In this work, we aim to employ a human-AI collaborative approach for slide creation, instead of a fully automated system. This way, it provides much flexibility by combining the power of machine automation and human creativity.

### 3 SLIDE4N DESIGN

In this section, we first describe the design goals that guide the development of Slide4N, then provide an overview of the system, and finally demonstrate the usage of Slide4N with a simple scenario.

#### 3.1 Design Goals

We distill the following design goals to inform our development of Slide4N. These design goals are mainly extracted from the literature and the common challenges of data scientists in making presentation slides based on their notebooks.

**G1: Link the notebook and presentation slides.** Computational notebooks tend to be messy, poorly formatted, and less documented, which are hard for other members of a team to understand or even one’s future self [20, 63]. To facilitate communication, data scientists are forced to transfer contents from the notebooks to the slides using other presentation tools (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint) [7, 52]. But the exploratory and analytical data science work often requires rapid iterations, which results in frequent updates of presentation slides based on code in notebooks. Thus, the system
should interactively link notebook cells and slides to maintain the association and provenance between them [21, 64], which can also provide technical context to data scientists when making slides.

**G2: Help locate relevant cells in the notebook for creating slides.** While the code in traditional software is linear, the code cells in notebooks are relatively independent; they can be executed in arbitrary order and executed multiple times. This results in loosely connected codes in notebooks [20, 58, 72], so the cells before or after one cell may not be necessarily connected. On the contrary, when presenting the analysis in the notebook, the contents need to be linear, forming a narrative to allow a better comprehension. Each individual slide is usually based on a set of tightly connected cells, and thus there is a gap between the cells in the notebook and the information needed to create a slide. Therefore, the system should provide an easy way for users to locate these cells, so that they can gain sufficient information to create a slide.

**G3: Assist with distilling key information from code and markdowns.** Readers seldom have an interest in reading code when trying to understand the notebook at a high level, even for the closest collaborators [55]. Thus, a presentation slide typically does not contain any raw code; instead, it should display contents that are more human-readable, self-explanatory, and concise, such as in titles, bullet points, and pictures/table. However, it is usually time-consuming to manually digest and summarize the key information from a lengthy, messy, and poorly-documented notebook. Thus, the system should enhance this information extraction and summarization process with automation.

**G4: Arrange slide contents in a logical and visually pleasing manner.** Unlike the notebook code and markdown cells that are loosely connected, the contents (e.g., headlines, points, and pictures) on a slide are often tightly interrelated [2, 70]. Properly organizing them in groups and displaying them with an appropriate layout can help structure the delivered information, create a narrative flow, and aid understanding [70]. Even with well-curated information, manual organization and layout of the slide contents are tedious and can lead to inconsistent slide styles that raise the cognitive burden on readers. Most presentation tools (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint) provide several layout templates to mitigate this issue. However, data scientists still need to manually place the contents to certain layout components. Therefore, the system should take the relationship of the presenting information into account and automatically arrange the contents logically and elegantly.

**G5: Support necessary human intervention for slide generation.** Automating the slide generation is convenient, but the quality of the generated slides (outputs) cannot be guaranteed due to known and unknown limitations of machine learning models [5, 80]. Also, for fully-automated systems, there usually exists little control for users during the entire generation process, which could decrease the overall efficiency when the outputs do not meet the user’s expectation [14, 59, 79]. A better solution is to place humans in the loop, enable human-AI collaboration, and balance the trade-off between automation and human agency [22, 48]. Therefore, the system should provide intuitive user interactions to allow for the right amount of control over the slide generation model, such as selecting the input, tweaking high-level model parameters, and adjusting generated slides.

### 3.2 System Overview

Based on the aforementioned design goals, we developed Slide4N, an interactive and intelligent system that supports data scientists in creating slides from computational notebooks with human-AI collaboration. An overview of the system architecture is shown in Figure 1, which includes two parts: an NLP-enhanced back-end and a front-end user interface, working together to fill in the gap between analysis and presentation needs in data science. Details of each component will be introduced in the following sections. Here, we provide a high-level description of the system.

In particular, based on the user-selected cell(s), the back-end computes cell similarity to help data scientists locate relevant cells (G2). It then analyzes the contents of the selected cells and extracts key information to generate meaningful slide titles, bullet points, and other contents such as plots (G3). This can provide a good "first cut" for data scientists to describe the work in selected cells. The back-end further organizes these contents based on cell relevance and suggests an appropriate layout for rendering the slide (G4).

With the support of back-end, the front-end user interface is implemented as a JupyterLab extension to provide a seamless experience for data scientists to create slides from computational notebooks. As shown in Figure 2, Slide4N can be used together with the main JupyterLab notebook window side-by-side, which consists of four interactively-linked components: (a) a Notebook Overview that visually summarizes the code and markdown cells in a notebook and their relationships (G1), (b) a Control Panel that allows users to provide high-level guidance to the slide generation (G5), (c) a Navigation View that displays the outline of the working slide deck, and (d) a Slides Panel that supports interactive customization and refinement of the generated slides (G5).

### 3.3 Usage Scenario

Here, we use a simple scenario to demonstrate an interactive iterative workflow of creating slides from a computational notebook with Slide4N. Suppose that Crystal is a data scientist who works in a real-estate startup. She uses JupyterLab to explore and analyze a dataset of housing prices in Toronto, Canada. She has finished an initial analysis and drawn some conclusions, now she needs to present her results to other stakeholders consisting of a mixture of technical and non-technical audiences such as her fellow data scientists, program managers, and business people. Moreover, she needs to produce a deck of slides in a relatively short amount of time as required by her manager.

Crystal thus opens her notebook in JupyterLab and clicks the "Slide4N" button on the toolbar to launch Slide4N. She then puts the two windows side by side to start to create slides based on her notebook (Figure 2A). First, she wants to create a slide to introduce the dataset used in the analysis, which is beneficial for people who are not familiar with her project. She clicks the "AI" button on the Control Panel (Figure 2C) that creates an empty slide on Slides Panel (Figure 2E) with some necessary tips on it: select relevant cells, configure the parameters, and refine the generated slide. Following the tips, she goes to the Notebook Overview (Figure 2B) to browse the entire notebook. When hovering over the rectangles, which represent code and markdown cells, a tooltip is shown to display the basic information about the corresponding cell (Figure 2B1).
Figure 2: Slide4N is an interactive AI assistant for data scientists to create slides from computational notebooks, which can be used side-by-side with JupyterLab (A). The front-end user interface of Slide4N consists of four interactively linked components: a Notebook Overview (B) that visually summarizes all the cells in a notebook and their relationships, a Control Panel (C) that allows users to provide high-level guidance to the slide generation, a Navigation View (D) that displays the outline of the working slide deck, and a Slides Panel (E) that supports interactive customization and refinement of the generated slides.

She clicks a cell that loads data which she thinks is quite relevant to the slide in her mind, and then a set of curves appear on Notebook Overview to indicate the relevant cells to the selected one based on shared variables. These relevant cells are also color-coded with shades of blue to indicate the extent of relevance. Meanwhile, Slide4N automatically scrolls down the notebook window to the actual cell, so that Crystal can view the detailed code. She then finds some cells nearby that are related to the topic of the slide to create, and selects them.

After, Crystal moves to the Control Panel (Figure 2C) to configure the automatic slide generation at a high level. The selected cells are all about data, so she sets the “Topic” to Data. Considering that many cells are selected and they are messy, she also activates “Auto-merge cells” which can help her merge relevant cells. Finally, she sets the “Level of details” to the highest because she wants a more detailed version of the slide contents, which would be easier for others to understand. After this simple configuration, she clicks “Generate” and within seconds, a slide with generated title, bullet points, and plots is rendered on Slides Panel (Figure 2E). These contents are also nicely laid out.

However, Crystal thinks the generated title doesn’t fit her style, so she rephrases it. She is also not satisfied with the first generated bullet point, so she slightly changes it. In addition, she adds another bullet point (Figure 2E1) to describe the source of the data, which is not exhibited in any cell of her notebook, but now she thinks it is nice to cite the source for a presentation. She further rearranges the slide contents based on the originally suggested layout by Slide4N. Crystal is now satisfied with the slide and moves on to creating other slides in a similar manner. The system is versatile enough to analyze the relationships among the selected cells to extract key information and suggest different slide layouts based on it. With the assistance of Slide4N, Crystal quickly creates a slide deck for her presentation and exports it for the meeting.

4 SLIDE4N
The scenario above is made possible in Slide4N through a series of operations (Figure 1), including locate, distill, arrange, and refine, which are detailed below.

4.1 Locate: Finding Relevant Cells
The Slide4N back-end maintains a cell relevance graph which is built upon the most up-to-date cell information captured by the front-end (G2). From each code cell, we extract structural and content level granularity. The usage of the abstract syntax tree provides levels of context to the inherent nature of programming languages. Our algorithm characterizes the semantic coherence between cells by aggregating the percentage of overlapping attributes and identifiers between code cells. For pairwise relevance calculation, we define
the relevance score as:
\[ S = 1 - \frac{a}{x} \cdot \frac{x}{b} \]

where \( a \) denotes the number of variables in the source code, \( b \) denotes the number of variables in the destination code cells, and \( x \) denotes the shared number of variables between source and destination code cells. The score ranges from 0 to 1 where its maximum is achieved when variables from either of the code cell are a subset of the other one, and the minimum is achieved when variables from both cells are strictly exclusive to each other. Following the formula, the back-end composes a weighted, undirected, and complete graph of the notebook. The data is sent to the front-end to render in the Notebook Overview that indicates all the cell relevance. For example, in Figure 2B, rectangles with shades of blue indicate relevant cells. Figure 2B1 is selected by the user (the source code), B2 is a relevant cell (the destination code), and they share the “train” variable.

The Notebook Overview (Figure 2B) concisely displays the cells of the notebook and their states, linking the notebook and Slide4N (G1, G2), allowing a user to select cells used for later slide generation and displaying the cells associated with the slide. Each cell of the notebook is visualized as a rectangle with equal width. The more content the cell contains the higher the rectangle is, and the rectangles are placed from top to bottom to align with the order of the cells in the notebook. The dot on the left of each rectangle reflects the state of a cell with colors, including default (gray), focused (blue), and selected (pink); and a red border indicates the cell being updated. For markdown cells, there is a hashtag below the dot, so that users can quickly distinguish different types of cells.

Several basic interactions are provided to facilitate the navigation of the notebook. When the user hovers over a cell, a tooltip pops up and gives a quick overview of the cell content, including the cell type, the first three rows of code, and the output plots or tables (if any). Also, the related cells sharing variables and functions are connected by blue arcs. When the user clicks on a cell, all the related cells are highlighted in blue (if any). A darker shade means greater relevance, and the current cell is always the darkest. At the same time, the notebook window jumps to the corresponding actual cell.

### 4.2 Distill: Generating Contents from Cells

Based on the selected cells, the back-end of Slide4N generates two types of content for each slide: titles and a set of bullet points (G3).

**Title Generation.** In total, four or five slide title candidates are recommended to the users using various methods, because we want to provide users with different detail levels of title recommendations and ensure the usability of the recommended titles. For example, Figure 2E2 shows the title candidates in a list, where the first two, third, and last two candidates are from the first, second and last methods, respectively. The fourth candidate is usually more accurate so it’s selected by default.

First, the Slide4N back-end uses five topics (tags)—Introduction, Data, Model, Model Performance, and Conclusion—proposed in NB2Slide to generate two candidates, because these topics reflect the main stages of a data science analysis workflow [79] that can be the seeds of suitable summary titles. But compared to NB2Slide, we provide different titles for each topic after conducting a think-aloud formative design session with three data engineers, as shown in Table 1. Based on the user-specified topic in Control Panel (Figure 2C “Topic”), two candidates are selected by using the Sequence-Matcher from the Difflib library to find the text correlation between the title and the selected cells.

The third candidate title is generated from markdown cells. If there are markdown cells selected by the user and they contain hashtags (indicating user-documented titles), the system extracts this hash-tagged sentence and processes it for generating the slide title candidate. However, if no markdown cell is selected, the title is not generated.

The last two candidate titles are generated by two neural-network models. We employ two neural-network models, each generating a candidate title that more specifically summarizes the selected code. One model is HAConvGNN [44, 66] and the other is the T5-Base model [53] fine-tuned by our own collected notebook database. Even though high-level documentation might be too detailed sometimes for the title, users still need this kind of title for an in-depth presentation. Inspired by Mastropalo et al. [45] who demonstrated a good performance after fine-tuning a T5-based model in code-related tasks, we also fine-tuned a T5-base model to generate other candidate titles. The reason for choosing two models is that we find sometimes the recommendation of one model is not satisfactory, and the two models can play complementary roles.

**Bullet Points Generation.** Besides the slide title, the Slide4N back-end generates one bullet point for each selected cell by using the codeT5 [69] model, which is the state-of-the-art code documentation generation model. We directly use the model for bullet point generation without fine-tuning since its performance is already good enough (G3).

However, in some cases, the generated bullet points may be too detailed or too high-level based on the number of selected code cells. Slide4N provides two user interactions with Control Panel (Figure 2C) that allow users to customize the complexity of the generated bullet points (G5). The first is an “Auto-merge cells” switch, and when turned on, the selected code cells are grouped based on their relevance scores (see Section 4.3 for details) and concatenated before being sent to the model. The second is a “Level of details” slider (Figure 2C) that controls the detail level of the generated bullet points and offers three different levels. According to the user’s choice, the corresponding hyper-parameters of the model are adjusted to generate different bullet points. The above two interactions are also useful for different presentation scenarios. For example, if the main audience includes non-technical stakeholders who need a more concise description, the “Level of details” can be set to the lowest and the “Auto-merge cells” can be turned on; and when most of the audiences are experienced engineers with a deep understanding of related technologies, the “Level of details” can be set to the highest and the “Auto-merge cells” can be off.

### 4.3 Arrange: Organizing and Laying out Contents

In addition to the generated slide title and bullet points, the system captures the outputs (e.g., plots and tables, if any) of the selected code cells and renders these contents on a slide (G4). The slide title is obvious, however, other contents need a meaningful layout. To
Table 1: The association between distinct topics (tags) and slide titles that Slide4N uses to generate title candidates which are further selected using SequenceMatcher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic (tags)</th>
<th>Candidate slide titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Purpose, Workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Data Loading, Data Preparation, Exploratory Data Analysis, Data Preprocessing, Feature Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Model Building, Train-Test Splitting, Model Training, Model Parameter Tuning, Model Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Performance</td>
<td>Performance, Model Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>Limitations &amp; Future Work, Suggestions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The four-step process to arrange contents on a slide (e.g., bullet points, plots, and tables): (1) separate user-selected cells into groups based on the relevance scores; (2) arrange bullet points and cell outputs based on the logical order of cells; (3) align text and plots by linking them (red lines) and construct the backbones within and between groups; (4) map the two-layer backbones to the layout design patterns (see Figure 4 for details).

Do so, the Slide4N back-end goes through the following four-step process, inspired by Zhao et al.’s [78] data comic layout generation method based on “narrative backbones” (i.e., a tree structure logically connecting the layout elements). Essentially, we construct a two-layer narrative backbone for arranging various slide contents in our case (Figure 3).

First, based on the calculated relevance scores for selected cells (see Section 4.1), Slide4N composes a complete weighted graph (Figure 3-1), where each node in the graph represents a cell and each edge represents the relationship between the cells. The relevance score between two cells is defined as the edge weight. After constructing the graph of selected cells, we apply hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) [19] to separate the cells into groups (subgraphs). For example, in Figure 3-1, there are two groups, where $G_1$ includes cells $c_1$, $c_3$, $c_5$, and $G_2$ includes cells $c_2$, $c_4$.

Then, for each subgraph, we compute a maximum spanning tree to find the subsets of edges that connect all the cells with the biggest total relevance score. This tree represents the structure of the most relevant connections for the selected cells. Based on the execution order and the relevance score of the code cells, we conduct an internal walk-through from the root node of the tree to a leaf node; this order is likely to follow the logical order in the narration. The execution order is used to select the root node and determine the order of multiple cells with the same relevance score. For example, in Figure 3-2, $c_1$ is the root node and the tree is from left to right. We use this walk-through to arrange bullet points generated by different cells, and cell outputs (e.g., plots and tables, if any) in a linear form, respectively. As shown in the upper part of Figure 3-3, the bullet points $(b_1, b_3, b_5)$ in the group $G_1$ are ordered (from top to bottom) and placed together (denoted by $B$), and the output of $c_3$, a picture $p_3$ (denoted by $M$) is also included.

Next, we form an intra-group backbone by linking $M$ and $B$ elements from the same cell (e.g., the red lines in Figure 3-3). This is because the generated bullet points and cell outputs are naturally bonded to the cell (indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 3-2). Similarly, we build a weighted complete graph using the root cell from each group to linearly order different groups, thus forming an intergroup backbone as illustrated on the right of Figure 3-3. Based on the two-layer (intra-group and inter-group) backbones, we generate the final layout (Figure 3-4). For a slide that has four or fewer elements (i.e., nodes in the backbone), there are seven different structures to reflect the logical association between them (Figure 4). This covers most of the cases after grouping the cells, however, there are occasions when a slide contains more than four elements. We then place the elements linearly from left to right, for example, bullet points on the left and plots/tables on the right.

Last, the system converts the narrative backbones to the layout design patterns, which is inspired by Bach et al.’s data comic layouts [2]. We use a rule-based approach to map the two-layer narrative backbone to the layout patterns in the presentation space, as detailed in Figure 4. One narrative backbone might be reasonably matched with multiple layouts. Currently, however, there are no agreed rules or principles for automated matching. Thus, based on Wang et al.s survey for layouts in infographics [68], we adopt frequently-used layouts such as Tiled (40.4%) and Parallel (28.6%). We also consider the space efficiency of the layouts, such as balancing the size of points and plots/tables and increasing the data-ink ratio. For example, in Figure 7b, the left is the user-selected notebook example, bullet points on the left and plots/tables on the right.
groups. “Parallel” and “Linear/Parallel” are used for the inter- and intra-group backbones, respectively. White gaps are also used to distinguish different groups.

### 4.4 Refine: Customizing Generated Slides

From the generated slide, which can be a “first cut,” the user can make further refinements directly on the Slides Panel (GS). It renders the slide contents and layout configuration that are obtained from the back-end.

Overall, each slide in the Slides Panel (Figure 2E) is divided into title area (top) and content area (below), which uses a grid-based approach to place bullet points, plots, tables, etc., all of which can be individually dragged and dropped to adjust the layout. The design of Slides Panel draws on commercial presentation tools like Microsoft PowerPoint and provides a set of accessible interactions for users to refine and customize the generated slides. For example, the user can add new bullet points, select generated bullet points, and modify them using markdown-like grammar. The user can also insert, resize, and remove plots or tables, as well as order, delete, and restore slides, etc. In cases where the user wants to create a completely customized slide manually, similar to traditional presentation tools, Slide4N supports this flexibility by offering a set of slide templates with five different layouts (i.e., title slide, title only, content only, and blank). The user can just click the “down arrow” on the Control Panel (Figure 2C) to access them.

To support easy customization, Slide4N also offers interactive linking between the slides and their associated cells (G1, G5), which is shown in Figure 1d (blue bidirectional arrows). After selecting a slide in Navigation View (Figure 2D) or Slides Panel (Figure 2E), Notebook Overview (Figure 2B) highlights the associated cells (pink dots) and Control Panel (Figure 2C) is also updated to show the current configuration for the selected slide. This interactive linking not only allows users to easily trace the source codes to adjust potentially inaccurate code summaries, but also provides them with the flexibility to update the associated slide after adjusting the codes. In addition, an outline of all the slides is displayed on the Navigation View (Figure 2D) using the slide topics and titles. This can be used for navigating the slide deck, similar to most slide-making tools. There is also a navigation switch to control the display of navigation information on each slide, including a navigation bar and a page number. For example, on the right of Figure 7c, the navigation information is created by using the topics of the generated slides and the number of slides in each topic, and is placed at the bottom of the slides.

### 5 USER STUDY

To evaluate our approach, we conducted a user study in which participants were asked to use Slide4N to create slides from a notebook. Our goals for this study are: (S1) assess the usability of Slide4N in supporting presentation slides creation from computational notebooks, (S2) understand users’ behaviors when creating presentation slides from computational notebooks with Slide4N, and (S3) collect users’ attitudes and feedback on Slide4N’s support for creating presentation slides from computing notebooks. We did not conduct a comparative study since there are no appropriate, widely-available baselines. Currently, commercial presentation software such as Microsoft PowerPoint and Google Slides is commonly used by data scientists; however, these tools require much tedious and laborious work as mentioned earlier, which results in an unfair comparison in terms of our study tasks and goals. The closest system to ours is NB2Slides [79] which still has many differences as discussed in Section 2.1. It uses a template-based approach to generate slides fully automatically with little human intervention and has a set of very strict requirements on the input notebooks; whereas, in our study, we focus on investigating the human-AI collaborative aspects in slide creation without much constraints on inputs. Further, it is impossible to replicate their approach without the data and trained model. Thus, we decided to qualitatively assess users’ experience of Slide4N in comparison to their current practices.

#### 5.1 Study Design and Data

Our study contained two parts, where in Part 1, participants used a notebook provided by us to create slides with Slide4N, and in Part 2, they brought their own notebooks. In a more controlled setting, Part 1 enabled us to evaluate Slide4N with exhaustive types of cells and topics in the data science workflow, because a user-created notebook may miss certain aspects. In a more realistic setting, Part 2 allowed us to assess the flexibility and generalizability of Slide4N. This way, we could investigate the capabilities of Slide4N from multiple perspectives more thoroughly. The entire study was conducted remotely via video conferencing software. Thus, we deployed Slide4N’s back-end and front-end on Google Cloud to ensure the participants could access it via their computers.

Specifically for Part 1, our experimental notebook consisted of 32 code cells and included a complete data science workflow. The notebook combined two notebooks from the Kaggle competitions House Prices Prediction with the goal of building models to predict the price of each house. We chose this competition because it is one of the most popular competitions on Kaggle and many data science courses use this competition as a tutorial. We combined two

---

notebooks to form a data science workflow with five stages (i.e., Introduction, Data, Model, Model Performance, and Conclusion). We also made some minor edits to make the notebook more concise and readable for participants, including deleting some redundant and duplicate cells. Note that these changes were not intended to improve the quality of the generated slide, but to guarantee the user study would not be too long.

5.2 Participants
For Part 1 of our study, we recruited 12 participants (10 males, 2 females; aged \(\mu=23.5, \text{sd}=3.47\)) through social networks and word of mouth. The participants were all professional data scientists or software engineers with previous experience conducting and presenting data science projects, as well as familiar with Python and Jupyter Notebook. On a 1-7 Likert Scale, the medians of participants’ self-reported familiarity with Jupyter Notebook, Python, and Machine Learning algorithms were 6, 5.5, and 5.5, respectively (1 = “no experience” and 7 = “expert”). The information collected from the participants also showed that on average, our participants make 5 data science-related presentations per week, as part of their work routine, indicating that our participants were familiar with creating presentations to present their data science projects.

In Part 2 of the study, through social networks, six new participants were recruited (3 males, 3 females; aged \(\mu=24.1, \text{sd}=2.9\)). Among them, four had master’s degrees and the rest had doctoral degrees in fields related to data science, such as computer science and statistics. There were five participants who identified themselves as experts in machine learning and one participant as a specialist in data visualization, indicating that all of the participants had sufficient professional data science and coding background. With the same Likert Scale as above, the medians of participants’ self-reported familiarity with Jupyter Notebook, Python, and Machine Learning algorithms were 5, 6, and 5, respectively. Also, our participants had sufficient experience in generating data science-related presentations by creating 4.8 data science-related presentations per week, on average.

5.3 Procedure and Task
The procedure and task for Parts 1 and 2 of the study were the same. After participants used their own computers to join our online study session and gave consent, we shared the URL for accessing Slide4N. During the study, participants first completed a brief training session to get familiar with Slide4N by watching a short video and using a sample notebook to explore the system and generate some slides. Then, based on a given experimental notebook (Part 1) or one of their own notebooks (Part 2), participants were asked to create a slide deck to present what the notebook does by imagining their audience as technical and non-technical members of their teams. We instructed participants that the slide deck should consist of at least five slides based on their preferences and cover as many stages of the workflow in the notebook as possible. They were given about 30 minutes to create the slide deck but we did not put a hard cut-off. Participants were asked to use the AI option of Slide4N to generate the slides for sections “Data”, “Model”, and “Model Performance” if corresponding content was included in the notebook, and use the manual template option for sections “Introduction” and “Conclusion”, which is usually not included in the notebook. In this way, they could have both automatic and manual slide creation experiences with Slide4N. They were free to refine the slides, such as editing the title and bullet points, and adjusting the layouts.

After, participants completed three post-study questionnaires about their impression of Slide4N, followed by a semi-structured interview. The three questionnaires requested them to rate their created slides, the back-end of Slide4N, and its user interface, respectively (see Figure 5 for questions). The interview included topics on their experiences with Slide4N, practices with existing tools, qualitative comparison between Slide4N and tools they used before, as well as general opinions towards human-AI collaboration. Detailed questions in our study can be viewed in the supplementary materials. In total, the study session lasted about an hour and participants were remunerated by $15.

6 RESULTS
Overall, 17 out of 18 participants successfully completed the task within 30 minutes, and one participant took 35 minutes due to intentionally trying out all of the system’s features. In the following, we report our user study results including participants’ questionnaire responses, quality assessment of the generated slides, and qualitative feedback to the system.

6.1 Questionnaire Responses
We designed three post-study questionnaires to evaluate the created final slides, Slide4N’s back-end, and its user interface, revealing insights into our study goals S1-3. Figure 5 shows the distributions of ratings as well as the means and IQRs for all the participants in study Parts 1 and 2. The results from the two parts are very similar; please see our supplementary materials for additional figures.

Q1-4 regard participants’ impressions with the final slides generated by Slide4N. Overall, the participants were satisfied with the final slides (Q1), with a median rating of 5 (IQR = 1). They all thought the contents (titles and bullet points) on slides were easy to follow (Q2; MD = 6, IQR = 0) and properly arranged (Q3; MD = 6, IQR = 0.5). The rating for the aesthetics of the final slides (Q4) was relatively low (MD = 5, IQR = 1), but still positive. Two participants (P3 and P5) gave negative ratings. With our follow-up interviews, we found out this was due to personal preference in creating slides, with some people preferring a concise style and others preferring to add more stuff (e.g., bold, underline, and colors).

Q5-12 show participants’ impression of the usefulness of the automatic slide generation (i.e., the AI) of Slide4N. Overall, participants were satisfied with the experience of making slides using the AI-Assisted tool (Q5; MD = 6, IQR = 1.5), except that P5 and P18 rated 3. By observing P5’s other ratings, we found this was actually because of the layout adjustment and bullet points editing, and he also suggested Slide4N to support some keyboard shortcuts (e.g., copy and paste, redo and undo) and more fine-grained layout adjustments. P18 wanted to have more bullet points for cells with many lines of code. More specifically, the participants thought they could find relevant cells (Q6; MD = 6, IQR = 1.5), the model is easy to configure (Q7; MD = 6, IQR = 0.5), the generated bullet points (Q10; MD = 4.5, IQR = 1) and titles (Q11; MD = 6, IQR = 2) roughly matched what
they wanted to put on the slides, and the generated slides had clear layouts (Q12; \( MD = 6 \), IQR = 0.5). However, P3 and P11 found it hard to find relevant cells (Q6), citing that they didn’t fully understand the visual encodings in *Notebook Overview* (Figure 2B). In addition, Slide4N’s features, “Auto-merge” (Q8) and “Level of details” (Q9), were rated relatively lower; however, the medians remained positive. By analyzing the recorded videos, we found most participants used the default settings, indicating they may not be aware of the impact of these two configurations.

Q13-21 reflect participants’ impression of the usefulness of the Slide4N user interface. Overall, Slide4N was perceived as very helpful (Q13), easy to learn (Q14), easy to use (Q15), all having a median rating of 6 or more. Although several participants rated low on some aspects of Slide4N, they all wanted to use Slide4N in their future work (Q16) and rated it fairly high (six rated it as perfect). P5, while giving more negative ratings on other questions, still rated 6 for Q16; he further commented, “Slide4N effectively links data analysis work with the presentation slides, it can save me a lot of time in creating slides, although Slide4N should be improved to support an easier way to customize slides.” Participants also felt that the four panels in Slide4N (Figure 2) were very helpful (Q17-20), all with a median of 6 or more. But P5 thought that *Notebook Overview* (Figure 2B) was cluttered when there were many arcs, and thus rated 3 for Q17.2. P16, who rated 3 for Q17.3, thought that *Notebook Overview* was not easy to select cells because the notebook he used was very long and the rectangles were sometimes too small (Figure 7a). Almost everyone thought that *Control Panel* (Figure 2C) was useful for controlling the slide generation model (Q18). *Slides Panel* (Figure 2E) was rated relatively low, probably because the user interactions provided by Slide4N for editing the bullet points and adjusting the layout could not be on par with professional software such as Microsoft PowerPoint (Q19.2). All participants thought that *Navigation View* (Figure 2D) was useful for slide overview (Q20.1) and navigation (Q20.2). Updating slides was also perceived easily (Q21), except that P3 rated 3. Combined with the interview, we found that this was caused by Slide4N hiding the image he pasted onto the slide after the update.

6.2 Slides Quality Assessment

While Q1-4 in our questionnaire indicate participants’ self-impression of the created slides, these do not reflect how the slides are received by the audience. To assess the quality of the slides created with Slide4N more comprehensively, we invited the six participants in Part 2 to rate all the slides in the whole study (except their own slides); thus each of them rated 17 decks of slides. We did not invite the participants in Part 1 for the slides rating because they all created slides from the same experimental notebook, which might generate bias. Additionally, we invited two experts, who are university professors with years of experience in preparing, delivering, and judging presentations, to rate all the 18 decks of slides created in Part 1 and Part 2.
The results of their ratings are shown in Figure 6, on five aspects including overall satisfaction (R1), clarity of structure (R2), ease of understanding the content (R3), proper organization of the content (R4), and aesthetics (R5). For the slides created in Part 1 (Figure 6a), most of the median ratings were 5 or above for both the participants and experts. The experts rated the ease of understanding slightly lower (md=4.5). Another exception was the aesthetics which received the lowest rating from the experts (md=4); however, in this paper, we did not focus on the aesthetic capabilities for Slide4N. This could be easily enhanced by employing themes and templates like those in commercial presentation tools. For the slides created in Part 2 (Figure 6b), the overall median ratings were higher, where all aspects were 5 or above. This might be due to the fact that participants were more familiar with their notebooks and the contents were richer, which influenced the quality of the created slides. In summary, the ratings from the six participants and two experts indicated the overall effectiveness of Slide4N and its stable performance in aiding slide creation from notebooks.

6.3 Qualitative Feedback

Our interview mainly focused on collecting participants’ feedback on all aspects of Slide4N, practices with current tools, and human-AI collaboration, to assess S1-3 qualitatively. In general, participants appreciated our human-AI collaborative approach to creating presentation slides compared to the fully-manual or fully-automatic methods. In the following, we report our results on the challenges of current presentation software and their feedback on Slide4N.

6.3.1 Challenges of Current Presentation Software. All participants said that Microsoft PowerPoint was the tool they mostly used to report on their data analysis work. The process of creating slides with PowerPoint can be roughly divided into three stages: (a) write an outline to sort out the content to be reported or find a template that has been used before, (b) distill key content from the code and transfer it to the slides, and (c) style the slides to make them more presentable. They agreed that using PowerPoint to report data analysis work had the following problems. First, it was difficult to find relevant cells from a long and messy notebook, as P1 said: “As the notebooks got longer, I couldn’t remember the interconnections between the cells and had trouble finding them.” Second, distilling presentable content from the notebook was time-consuming. “After the analysis, I usually spend a lot of time thinking about the content of the presentation.”-P9. Third, organizing, laying out and styling the content on the slides was also tedious. Fourth, when the code was modified, the corresponding slides needed to be located and updated manually, a process that was error-prone and laborious, as P14 said: “It’s harder to change slides than to make them.” Besides, most participants were willing to clean up the notebook before making the slides, such as deleting excess codes and adjusting the cell order, but almost no one is willing to add documentation. “Documentation helps me understand the notebook, but it’s tedious and time-consuming to do so.”-P1.

The result confirms our hypotheses on the deficiency of current practice in presenting data science work conducted with computational notebooks. It also validates our design goals and the development of Slide4N. Further, it extends our vision of closing the analysis presentation divide.

6.3.2 Feedback on Slide4N. The feedback from all participants on Slide4N was highly positive. In general, participants thought Slide4N’s user interface is clear and good-looking, and they were more willing to use our tool than commercial tools such as Microsoft PowerPoint, especially when their time is limited. In the following, we group their feedback based on our design goals in Section 3.1.

G1: Link the notebook and presentation slides. When asked about the advantages of Slide4N, almost all participants mentioned it was very convenient to link notebook cells and slides. Most of them felt this helped structure and organize their presentation slides. On one hand, this allowed them to quickly adjust and update the corresponding slides after changing the code. “I can quickly go back to the source code I referenced when I created the slides [for adjustments].”-P1. “Slide4N relieves me from the burden of remembering the association between slides and notebook cells, which is needed for updating.”-P4. “This saves me the time to copy and paste the cell output image.”-P12. Also, participants suggested some improvements to Slide4N. “I would like to link bullet points to cells, which would make customization easier.”-P8. “Currently it supports synchronization of slide content after code changes, but I would like to keep my layout while updating.”-P6. On the other hand, they believed it made communication within the team easier, as P1 and P16 mentioned “Slides are easier to accept and understand, while Slide4N allows me to quickly link to my codes when I discuss technical details with developers.” In addition, participants thought the link helped them organize their notebooks, as P17 said: “I don’t have to organize my notebooks linearly to facilitate the creation of the slides, while I believe Notebook Overview can also assist me with this.” Furthermore, three participants mentioned that building Slide4N into JupyterLab made the link even tighter. “I can do data analysis and slides in one window.”-P16. “The process [to create slides] is simpler and smoother, and it saves me the time switching between PowerPoint and the notebook.”-P18.

G2: Help locate relevant cells in the notebook for creating slides. For locating relevant cells, P1 appreciated Notebook Overview for doing so, “I do like Notebook Overview, and I can quickly find relevant cells in my messy notebook.” However, P13 and P15 suggested that when computing cell relevance, it is insufficient to only consider variables with the same name, but also the data they are associated with. For the design of Notebook Overview, P17 appreciated it very much: “I can intuitively see the selected cells, their positions, and some details of the cells, which helps in the overall understanding of the notebook.” Meanwhile, participants offered some suggestions. When selecting cells, P8 suggested supporting a one-click selection of relevant cells, which was envisioned at the beginning of our design. However, it might lead to unclear associated cells for slides, less predictable generated content, and users might spend much time adjusting the generated content. P2 and P8 suggested reflecting the hierarchy of the notebook more obviously (e.g., using dotted lines to separate different parts), “It will allow me to quickly understand the structure of the notebook, which facilitates the organization of the report.”-P8. P7 and P16 (who have light color vision deficiency) recommended using larger dots or brighter colors to mark cell states, “because it would be more obvious when there are too many cells.”-P7.

G3: Assist with distilling key information from code and markdowns. All participants thought having AI to assist them to...
Figure 7: (a) When the notebook is too long, the rectangles in Notebook Overview can be small and difficult to select. (b)(c) Slide4N sometimes generates less satisfying bullet points and the participants needed to improve the text (indicated by the red boxes) on their slides (left: the original notebook; top-right: AI-generated bullet points; bottom-right: edited bullet points). (d) Slide4N sometimes produces undesired layouts and the participant wanted to make the figures larger.

distill titles and bullet points from the code is very convenient. As shown in Figure 7c, P9 and P17 mentioned “AI gives me a good ‘first-cut.’ I just need to tweak the generated content a bit to my preference and it can be used for the report.” We also found that participants had different requirements for the generated bullet points. Most of them felt that the distilled points roughly matched what they want to put on slides. Two expected the distilled points to answer not only what was done, but also how it was done. Regarding the topic, most of them thought the options we provided were sufficient for reporting. While P1 suggested that the “Data” can be subdivided, “because I spend most of the time doing data processing, and there is a lot to tell about data.” The interfaces of Slide4N allow users to provide high-level guidance for slides generation: “Auto-merge cells” and “Level of details”. We found that most participants explored these options first but later adopted the default settings, which generated more detailed content for the slides. But P15 preferred the settings to generate more concise content. In addition, four participants thought that some options for configuring the model could be added to guide the model. P7, P13, and P17 jointly suggested allowing users to set their preference for generating content from code or documentation. P18 thought that more bullet points should be generated for cells with many lines of code to provide more details, so he suggested providing a configuration that automatically breaks down long cells. Regarding the time delay of the generation, almost all participants could accept it.
G4: Arrange slide contents in a logical and visually pleasing manner. All participants felt that the organization of the content on the slides matched the logical correlation between them. All praised the initial layout provided by Slide4N. “I like the generated layouts, I don’t need to spend much time thinking about how to organize the content on the slides and keep the style consistent between slides.” -P12. “The generated layouts save me a lot of time, and a simple tweak to them can satisfy my layout needs.” -P11. We also found that participants’ layout preferences varied. Most preferred a consistent layout style, while P14 wanted more diversity of the generated slide layouts, “because it draws the audiences’ attention to the presentation.” In addition, P14, P19, and P20 specifically mentioned that the alignment of elements on the slides was important. Three participants also made suggestions for the layout. P5 and P13 preferred a more fine-grained grid “because I can be more flexible in adjusting the layout.” P7 wanted bigger images (Figure 7d) because “when I place images on slides, I tend to care more about the images than the texts.” He also suggested enabling users to specify the layout of the generated slides. In addition, three participants appreciated the navigation provided by Slide4N. “Navigation allows audiences to quickly know the current progress of the report, while the page number is convenient for Q&A.” -P10. “This is what I want to put on the slides, but PowerPoint does not support one-click generation, and adding it manually is laborious and time-consuming.” -P7, which was also agreed by P20.

G5: Support necessary human intervention for slide generation. Slide4N provides necessary human intervention for users to customize the generated slides, which can be roughly divided into three stages: select the inputs (cells) to the slides generation model, configure the parameters of the model, and adjust the content generated by the model. All participants thought such human-AI collaboration was acceptable and met their needs for AI. “Slide4N meets all my requirements for AI. It is very comfortable to use.” -P9. “The human intervention provided by Slide4N is necessary and it helps me with the tedious and basic things, so I can spare some time to focus on how to tell the story effectively.” -P10. Besides, participants preferred a human-AI collaborative approach compared to a fully-manual or a fully-automatic method to create slides. As we said in Section 6.3.1, all participants thought that the fully-manual approach was tedious and time-consuming. For the fully-automatic approach, all held a negative attitude. As P9 said: “I don’t trust the black-box model, and I want to intervene in the generation process.” P16 and P18, who agreed with P9, said: “The generated contents can’t be predictable, and it’s hard to adjust when the slides are not what I want, like the structure and [slide] contents.” P1 also said: “I don’t believe today’s AI can automatically generate high-quality slides. Realistically, I don’t want to have such an AI either, because I don’t want to lose my job.” Moreover, we believe today’s AI can’t go beyond the notebook, so some slides (e.g., background and limitations) can’t be provided by AI, and human involvement is needed. When asked what they thought about creating slides one by one, all gave positive feedback, as P6 said: “I can have more control of the slide creation process, the content generated by the model is more predictable.” P11 said: “It’s easy for me to incorporate my own ideas into the slides, which is very important for a presentation.”

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Design Implications

From our user study, we consolidate a few design implications that could shed light on the future design of similar tools.

7.1.1 More Adaptive Slides Generation. Slide4N allows users to manage the level of detail and complexity of the slides. However, depending on the scenario in which the slides will be used, data scientists may have different requirements for their slides. The designers of these tools should therefore take a user-specific approach in terms of providing different types of content and different layouts to generate the slides. For example, participants suggested that it is an advantage for Slide4N to generate complex slides that contain in-depth descriptions with more complex visualizations from the notebooks for those who need to present in-depth reports or research proposals, as well as creating slides with simple figures and less complex contents for those unfamiliar with the notebook, especially non-technical individuals or students. We recommend that future AI-assisted slide creation tools should generate presentations adapted for various audiences by collecting slides in different usage scenarios and fine-tuning the content generation model. Participants also suggested the generated bullet points can cover how the code got the result instead of just describing what the code does. For example, inline code comments can be used to recommend more alternatives for the generation.

7.1.2 More Obvious Data Provenance. Creating slides often requires some materials (e.g., text, images, code, etc.) which are data provenance for slides; in this paper, it mainly refers to the notebook cells. Participants found it very helpful to bind the slides to the cells when asked about data provenance. Such bindings can quickly locate the original cells, which 1) simplifies the modification and updating of slides, and 2) provides more detailed information for presentations to accommodate different scenarios, such as using original code to facilitate technical communication, and using interactive visualizations for more vivid upward reports. Additionally, bindings can assist the user in locating incorrect annotations in the notebook, which can be adjusted to make it easier to comprehend. In this regard, we can argue that slide creation tools could integrate the binding feature between slides and the original materials used for slides (e.g., code, text, and images) to enable the users with a more flexible and interactive slide creation experience.

7.1.3 Better Human-AI Collaboration. When creating slides with Slide4N, the AI can assist data analysts in three aspects: 1) selecting cells as input to the model, 2) configuring the model at a high level, and 3) adjusting and customizing the generated content. By repeating the above process, users can quickly create the slides they want one by one. Such Human-AI collaboration not only simplifies the process of creating slides and enables users to participate more actively but also ensures that AI-generated content matches users’ expectations and is customized according to their needs. Combined with the results of the user study, we believe that there is room for improvement in all three aspects.

For input, Slide4N currently supports selection at the cell level, future extensions can be made to support selecting at the sub-cell level, which can leverage the location of inline comments and the
functional scope of code. With Notebook Overview (Figure 2B), we can apply brush interaction to facilitate this feature. It would be beneficial to allow the user to control the threshold of relevance, such as the relevance score (see Section 4.1) and the number of shared variables, which not only allows users to filter for highly relevant cells but also reduces the clutter caused by many arcs when there are many relevant cells.

Regarding model configuration, other effective high-level controls can be provided to the user, suggested by our participants from the user study. For instance, users may adjust the model’s preference to accommodate different presentation scenarios by taking into account analysts’ programming habits (e.g., rich or sparse annotations) and the intent of the generated content (e.g., inform, convince, tell a story). However, when users have multiple configurations, they may be overwhelmed and do not know what to do. To avoid unnecessary time overhead, it is essential to clarify to the users the possible impact of the configuration (e.g., provide metrics to measure the impact or in-situ instructions) or weighted merging of multiple related configurations into an integrated one.

As for customization, the AI should learn user behaviors for adjusting slides, including wording style, bolded text (often for content that needs to be emphasized), preferred layout methods, etc., and provide suggestions on how to refine future slides similarly. Furthermore, the AI should be able to extract templates from user-created slides and add them to the user’s personal template library, allowing for customized layout manipulation. Additionally, given that visualizations are common parts of such presentations, and that analysts may find it bothersome to do so (e.g., which toolkit to use, what APIs are available, and how to use them), we believe it would be useful to recommend and add relevant visualizations to the slides, based on the code. The recommendation can be supported by several existing tools built in the Jupyter Notebook (the classic notebook interface compared to JupyterLab) [12, 74].

7.1.4 Less Bias and Risks. The story we tell, in this case, data science work, is influenced by our personal background and life experience. Therefore, we may not realize that we are limiting ourselves to certain aspects and ignoring others that may be meaningful (we call this personal bias), and the impact is often detrimental. The results of our user study show that Slide4N can reduce users’ personal bias when making slides. Our analysis determined that two participants (P16 and P17) were inclined to choose cells containing plots to make slides, thus ignoring other cells (e.g., long code cells). This implies that users may be reluctant to digest long code cells, while our AI does not differentiate between cells of different lengths in digesting code. To resolve this issue, Notebook Overview may be enhanced to highlight used cells, which will facilitate the user’s discovery of unused cells. In addition, people tend to tell stories from certain fixed perspectives, which may lack appeal to audiences, especially in similar scenarios, but AI can provide some new perspectives that will guide users to create slides with more comprehensive and diverse content.

Although the AI component of our system is designed to assist data analysts in creating slides, there are some potential risks with this process. First, our analysis of participants’ feedback indicates that privacy is one of the main concerns of our participants. Three participants suggested that Slide4N should run locally when sensitive data is involved so as to prevent the leakage of data. While our system relies on online tools for implementation, further improvements may be considered to enhance user privacy, by encrypting their data as well as executing Slide4N on the user’s local computer. Second, users may over-rely on the automation solution provided by Slide4N, leading to their inexperience with slides and thus affecting the quality of presentations. Considering our system is designed to create slides with human-AI collaboration and requires user interaction, we believe that the negative impact is relatively insignificant. In addition, the user study revealed that participants integrated their own elements (e.g., insights and styles) into AI-generated content, which led to a greater familiarity with the slides. But future study needs to further explore the potential over-reliance on AI.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

There still exist several limitations in our tool and user study. We outline them below and provide directions for future work.

7.2.1 Slides Generation Model. Slide4N only generates bullet points based on each code cell, not including markdowns or code outputs. Markdowns are often considered as a summary of a section, which can provide a supplementary explanation for code. Code outputs can be used to explain the code purpose and method in detail. The system can be improved by conducting an empirical study to investigate the relationship among code cells, code outputs, and markdown cells and figure out how to make good use of such information. Moreover, code outputs in Jupyter Notebooks can be complicated, often including charts and tables, which are leveraged by our method to generate visually appealing slides. However, vision-impaired people would need to rely on alternative text or the help of a screen reader [49]. To make the generated slides more accessible, inspired by the work on chart and table summarization [16, 24, 27, 73], future work may explore automatic methods that generate alternative text for the charts and tables on the slides, which will broaden the audience and use cases for Slide4N. As shown in Figure 7b, this is an example where the participant enriched the bullet points based on the chart. Also, even though most participants were satisfied with the slide generation, several participants were still not very satisfied with the slide content. Future work can be done to build a specific dataset for the slide creation task and train the model in a large repository.

7.2.2 User Interface. The front-end of Slide4N can be enhanced. When creating slides, we usually need to consider the structure (often refers to the outline), content, layout, and styling. Slide4N can help users distill the key bullet points and titles from notebook cells, render these contents with appropriate layouts and support further adjustments. Thus, we believe Slide4N can effectively address the needs for content and layout. However, Slide4N provides limited support for structure (e.g., selection and creation of topic, which is similar to the paper section). Five participants indicated that they would reuse the structure of previous slides in similar presentations, which is also pointed out by [52]. As a result, Slide4N should enable users to extract structures from existing slides to reuse them again. As for styling, Slide4N currently only supports markdown-based
editing, which we believe is often insufficient for formal situations (as five participants stated in the user study, while they liked the preset styles provided by Slide4N). Future improvements may include support for more styling features, such as colors, bolding, font size, etc. In addition, providing in-situ guidance for the users and supporting export to other formats (e.g., .pptx) will improve Slide4N and address some user needs.

### 7.2.3 Evaluation

Our user study also has limitations. First, in this paper, we mainly focused on designing and developing the system, and we did not choose a baseline to compare in our study as explained in Section 5. However, a thorough empirical investigation comparing different families of approaches would help gain a broader understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of these different approaches. These approaches include deep coupled human-AI collaboration (e.g., Slide4N), fully-automatic generation (e.g., NB2Slide [79]), and fully-manual operation (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint). Second, we evaluated Slide4N using both a provided experimental notebook and participants’ own notebooks in study Part 1 and Part 2, respectively. This indeed provides insights into the usage of Slide4N in both controlled and natural settings. However, future work is needed to carry out a long-term deployment study with more participants to better assess the usefulness of the system in the wild without any constraints. Third, Our current study design is in a controlled environment with limited notebooks and task procedures, but slides creation tasks in the wild can be diverse and flexible. Most of the participants in our user study were data engineers, but non-technical users such as managers also need similar support in creating slides for their work. Future studies need to be conducted with different groups of participants to examine the effectiveness of our system.

### 8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Slide4N, an intelligent and interactive tool built within JupyterLab to support data scientists in creating slides using computational notebooks. By leveraging advanced natural language processing techniques, Slide4N distills titles and bullet points from user-selected notebook cells and arranges them algorithmically into groups, and displays them with appropriate layouts. A tool such as this automates many of the tedious tasks associated with the creation of slides, leverages appropriate user inputs, and produces results in a format that is widely used for presentations. A user study was conducted to evaluate Slide4N. The results indicated that it was both useful and effective in supporting slide creation tasks from notebooks as well as encouraging human-AI collaboration. Our study also contains some design implications that will inform future tool development.
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